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FIG. 1. Left: BNS range for each instrument during O2. The break at week 3 was for the 2016 end-of-year holidays. There was an additional
break in the run at week 23 to make improvements to instrument sensitivity. The Montana earthquake’s impact on the LHO instrument
sensitivity can be seen at week 31. Virgo joined O2 in week 34. Right: Amplitude spectral density of the total strain noise of the Virgo, LHO
and LLO detectors. The curves are representative of the best performance of each detector during O2.

first-generation detector in 2011. The main modifications in-
clude a new optical design, heavier mirrors, and suspended
optical benches, including photodiodes in vacuum. Special
care was also taken to improve the decoupling of the instru-
ment from environmental disturbances. One of the main limit-
ing noise sources below 100 Hz is the thermal Brownian exci-
tation of the wires used for suspending the mirrors. A first test
performed on the Virgo configuration showed that silica fibers
would reduce this contribution. A vacuum contamination is-
sue, which has since been corrected, led to failures of these
silica suspension fibers, so metal wires were used to avoid
delaying Virgo’s participation in O2. Unlike the LIGO instru-
ments, Virgo has not yet implemented signal-recycling. This
will be installed in a later upgrade of the instrument.

After several months of commissioning Virgo joined O2 on
August 1st 2017 with a BNS range of ⇠25 Mpc. The perfor-
mance experienced a temporary degradation on August 11th

and 12th, when the microseismic activity on site was highly
elevated and it was di�cult to keep the interferometer in its
low-noise operating mode.

C. Data

Figure 1 shows the BNS ranges of the LIGO and Virgo in-
struments over the course of O2, and the representative am-
plitude spectral density plots of the total strain noise for each
detector.

We subtracted several independent contributions to the in-
strumental noise from the data at both LIGO detectors [50].
For all of O2, the average increase in the BNS range from this
noise subtraction process at LHO was ⇡18% [50]. At LLO
the noise subtraction process targeted narrow line features, re-
sulting in a negligible increase in BNS range.

Calibrated strain data from each interferometer was pro-
duced online for use in low-latency searches. Following the
run, a final frequency-dependent calibration was generated for
each interferometer.

For the LIGO instruments this final calibration benefitted
from the use of post-run measurements and removal of instru-
mental lines. The calibration uncertainties are 3.8% in ampli-
tude and 2.1 degrees in phase for LLO; 2.6% in amplitude and
2.4 degrees in phase for LHO. The results cited in this paper
use the full frequency-dependent calibration uncertainties de-
scribed in [62, 63]. The LIGO timing uncertainty of < 1 �s
[64] is included in the phase correction factor.

The calibration of strain data produced online by Virgo had
large uncertainties due to the short time available for mea-
surements. The data was reprocessed to reduce the errors by
taking into account better calibration models obtained from
post-run measurements and subtraction of frequency noise.
The reprocessing included a time dependence for the noise
subtraction and for the determination of the finesse of the cav-
ities. The final uncertainties are 5.1% in amplitude and 2.3
degrees in phase [65]. The Virgo calibration has an additional
uncertainty of 20 �s originating from the time stamping of the
data.

During O2 the individual LIGO detectors had duty factors
of ⇠60% with a LIGO network duty factor of ⇠45%. Times
with significant instrumental disturbances are flagged and re-
moved, resulting in 118 days of data suitable for coincident
analysis [66]. Of this data 15 days were collected in coin-
cident operation with Virgo, which after joining O2 operated
with a duty factor of ⇠80%. Times with excess instrumen-
tal noise, which is not expected to render the data unusable
are also flagged [66]. Individual searches may then decide to
include or not include such times in their final results.

III. SEARCHES

The search results presented in the next section were ob-
tained by two di↵erent, largely independent matched-filter
searches, PyCBC and GstLAL, and the burst search cWB.
Because of the sensitivity imbalance between the Advanced
Virgo detector as compared to the two Advanced LIGO de-

O1 and O2

• O1: 9/12/2015-1/19/2016: 3 binary black holes
• O2: 11/30/2016-8/25/2017: 7 binary black holes + 1 binary neutron star



O3: 11 candidates in 1.5 months, and counting ; EHT image of M87

• O1: 9/12/2015-1/19/2016: 3 binary black holes
• O2: 11/30/2016-8/25/2017: 7 binary black holes + 1 binary neutron star
• O3: started 4/1/2019: 8 BBHs + 2 BNSs + 1 NSBH (?)

S190408 … 0512/13/17/19/21g/21r … 0602
https://www.gw-openscience.org/detector_status
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We estimate the potential of present and future interferometric gravitational-wave detectors to
test the Kerr nature of black holes through “gravitational spectroscopy,” i.e. the measurement of
multiple quasinormal mode frequencies from the remnant of a black hole merger. Using population
synthesis models of the formation and evolution of stellar-mass black hole binaries, we find that
Voyager-class interferometers will be necessary to perform these tests. Gravitational spectroscopy
in the local Universe may become routine with the Einstein Telescope, but a 40-km facility like
Cosmic Explorer is necessary to go beyond z ⇠ 3. In contrast, eLISA-like detectors should carry out
a few – or even hundreds – of these tests every year, depending on uncertainties in massive black
hole formation models. Many space-based spectroscopical measurements will occur at high redshift,
testing the strong gravity dynamics of Kerr black holes in domains where cosmological corrections
to general relativity (if they occur in nature) must be significant.

Introduction. The first binary black hole (BH) mer-
ger signal detected by the LIGO Scientific Collaboration,
GW150914 [1], had a surprisingly high combined signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of 24 in the Hanford and Livingston
detectors. The quasinormal mode signal (“ringdown”)
from the merger remnant is consistent with the predic-
tions of general relativity (GR) for a Kerr BH, but it was
observed with a relatively low SNR ⇢ ⇠ 7 [2]. The large
masses of the binary components [3] have interesting im-
plications for the astrophysics of binary BH formation [4],
and the detection placed some constraints on the merger
rates of BH binaries in the Universe [5–8].

LISA Pathfinder was successfully launched in Decem-
ber 2015, paving the way for a space-based detector such
as eLISA [9, 10], which will observe mergers of massive
BHs throughout the Universe with very large SNRs and
test the Kerr nature of the merger remnants. The basic
idea is that the dominant ` = m = 2 resonant frequency
and damping time can be used to determine the rem-
nant’s mass M and dimensionless spin j = J/M2 (we
adopt geometrical units G = c = 1 throughout this Let-
ter.) In GR, all subdominant mode frequencies (e.g. the
modes with ` = m = 3 and ` = m = 4 [11]) are then
uniquely determined by M and j. The detection of sub-
dominant modes requires high SNR, but each mode will
provide one (or more) tests of the Kerr nature of the rem-
nant [12]. As first pointed out by Detweiler in 1980, grav-
itational waves allow us to do BH spectroscopy: “After
the advent of gravitational wave astronomy, the observa-
tion of these resonant frequencies might finally provide
direct evidence of BHs with the same certainty as, say,
the 21 cm line identifies interstellar hydrogen” [13].

Such high SNRs are known to be achievable with an
eLISA-like detector [14]. The surprisingly high SNR of

GW150914 raised the question whether current detect-
ors at design sensitivity should routinely observe ring-
down signals loud enough to perform gravitational spec-
troscopy. Leaving aside conceptual issues about ruling
out exotic alternatives [15–17], here we use our current
best understanding of the astrophysics of stellar-mass
and supermassive BHs to compute the rates of events
that would allow us to carry out spectroscopical tests.

Below we provide the details of our analysis, but the
main conclusions can be understood relying on the noise
power spectral densities (PSDs) Sn(f) of present and fu-
ture detectors, as shown and briefly reviewed in Fig. 1,
and simple back-of-the-envelope estimates.
Ringdown SNR. Consider the merger of two BHs with
source-frame masses (m1, m2), spins (j1, j2), total mass
Mtot = m1 + m2, mass ratio q ⌘ m1/m2 � 1 and sym-
metric mass ratio ⌘ = m1m2/M2

tot. The remnant mass
and dimensionless spin, M and j = J/M2, can be com-
puted using the fitting formulas in [26] and [27], respect-
ively (see also [28, 29]). The ringdown SNR ⇢ can be es-
timated by following [14]. Including redshift factors and
substituting the Euclidean distance r by the luminosity
distance DL as appropriate, Eq. (3.16) of [14] implies
that ⇢ is well approximated by

⇢ =
�eq

DLFlmn
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where Mz = M(1 + z). Fits of the mass-independent di-
mensionless frequency Flmn(j) ⌘ 2⇡Mzflmn and quality
factor Qlmn(j) are given in Eqs. (E1) and (E2) of [14].
The geometrical factor �eq = 1 for Michelson interfero-
meters with orthogonal arms, while �eq =

p
3/2 for an

eLISA-like detector (where the angle between the arms
is 60�). This expression involves the non sky-averaged
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Bridging the mass gap: gravitational wave astronomy in the 2030s
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importance of having accurate IMR waveform models even
for detection, and not just for parameter estimation.
A comparative view of the performance of the different

designs is given in the left panel of Fig. 7. In this figure (and
in the following ones) thick lines with filled triangles refer
to six-link configurations (L6), while thin lines with open
triangles refer to four-link configurations (L4). Long-
dashed brown lines refer to model popIII, solid orange
lines to model Q3-d and short-dashed green lines to model
Q3-nod. The bottom panels represent the absolute number
of detections as a function of the eLISA configuration,
while the top panels represent the gain/loss of a given
configuration with respect to the standard NGO design
[52], i.e., the ratio [number of sources for (NiAjMkLm Þ"=
½number of sources for ðN2A1MkL4Þ". The figure shows
that in terms of event rates alone, four- or six-link configu-
rations yield relatively similar results: roughly speaking, the
SNRof an event only increases by a factor of

ffiffiffi
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p
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from a four-link (single-detector) configuration to a six-link
(two-detector) configuration. However, the arm length (A1,
A2 or A5) and the level of the low-frequency noise (either
N1 or N2) are of key importance. Either of these factors can
modify the event rates bymore than a factor of 10, depending
on the MBH population scenario. For instance, the N1A1
configurations are likely to see just a few tens ofMBHBs in a
five-year mission in the “conservative/realistic” popIII and
Q3-d models. Even more dramatically, as can be seen from
Table II, these same configurations are likely to see at most a

handful of binaries at z > 7 in the popIII and Q3-d
models. This could severely jeopardize the mission’s
potential to investigate the origin of MBH seeds at high
redshifts.
The right panel of Fig. 7 shows an example of the potential

advantages of a six-link configuration in terms of science
return. We compare the number of sources that can be
localized in the sky within 10 deg2, a figure of merit
indicative of how many detections can be used for electro-
magnetic follow-up observations (a 10 deg2 error box is
comparable to the SKA and LSST fields of view). On
average, six-link configurations perform about ten times
better than their four-link counterparts. The difference is even
larger when the SUA IMR scaling is adopted, because the
improvement in parameter estimation is more prominent for
six links (cf. Sec. IV C). Note that any six-link configuration
performs better than NGO for all the considered MBHB
population models, highlighting the importance of adopting
this feature in the mission design. Including merger some-
what mitigates the difference across designs for six-link
configurations, but a factor of ∼10 difference still persists
between the best and theworst configuration (see e.g. the top-
right plot in the right panel of Fig. 7).

B. Parameter estimation

We assess the accuracy with which various eLISA
configurations can estimate MBHB parameters using
the Fisher matrix approach described in Sec. IV B,

FIG. 7. Total number of detections (i.e., sources with ρ > 8, left plot) and total number of detections with ΔΩ < 10 deg2 (right plot)
assuming a five-year mission (M5). In each plot, the left and right panels are for inspiral and IMR-rescaled waveforms, respectively. The
bottom panels represent the Absolute number of detections for different eLISA configurations, while the top panels represent the
gain/loss of a given configuration with respect to the standard NGO design, i.e., the ratio [number of sources for
ðNiAjMkLlÞ"=½number of sources with ðN2A1MkL4Þ". Long-dashed brown lines are for model popIII, solid orange lines for model
Q3-d, and short-dashed green lines for model Q3-nod. Thick lines with filled triangles are for six links (L6), while thin lines with open
triangles are for four links (L4).
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Massive black hole detection rates: few to hundreds

Q3-d

Q3-nod

popIII

[Klein+, 1511.05581]



approximation to the true strong-field dynamics, as the
orbital frequencies do not exactly match [105], and features
such as the final plunge or transient resonances [64,106] are
neglected and cannot be readily incorporated. However, the
model is cheap to generate and it should include the most
important qualitative features of real EMRI signals. The
simplicity of the model allows it to be generated in the large
numbers required to examine EMRI science questions such
as those being explored in this paper, and so we use it here.
The AK model has been widely used for similar applica-
tions in the literature, in particular it was the EMRI model
used in the context of the Mock LISA Data Challenges
(MLDCs) [107–110].
The AK model is known to be imperfect, and so in order

to quantify inaccuracies we consider two different variants.
In the classic work by Barack and Cutler [51], the AK
model was cut off when the orbital frequency reached the
value corresponding to the Schwarzschild LSO. We denote
this form of the AK model by “AKS”, where the “S” stands
for “Schwarzschild.” Prograde inspirals into spinning MBH
can get much closer before plunge, generating many cycles
of higher frequency and amplitude. Thus, omitting those
cycles from the model is likely to significantly under-
estimate the possible signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). An
alternative is to continue the inspiral until the frequency
reaches the Kerr LSO. We denote this form of the AK
model by “AKK”, where the “K” stands for “Kerr.” The
post-Newtonian evolution equations used to construct the
AK model are increasingly inaccurate as the orbital
separation decreases, and so the additional portion of
inspiral included in the AKK model is unlikely to be
accurately represented, and most likely will lead to an
overestimate of the SNR. We will present results for both
the AKKmodel and the AKSmodel in order to quantify the
uncertainty that comes from the modeling assumptions.
SNRs can also be computed using results from BH
perturbation theory, in particular solutions to the
Teukolsky equation, which provides the first-order radia-
tive part of the perturbative evolution. Teukolsky results for
circular, equatorial inspirals into spinning BHs were
presented in Finn and Thorne [111], and we can use those
results to assess the accuracy of the AKS and AKK
prescriptions.
Finn and Thorne [111] tabulate their results in terms of

corrections relative to a Newtonian inspiral. By setting
those corrections equal to 1 we can obtain SNRs for
Newtonian inspirals, which we can terminate at the
Schwarzschild LSO or at the Kerr LSO. This provides
an approximation to the AK model, which is built on
Newtonian inspirals, albeit with precession added and
inspiral augmented by higher order corrections. Figure 5
shows the sky-averaged horizon distance for a prograde,
circular, equatorial inspiral into a black hole with spin
a ¼ 0.99, computed either using the Teukolsky fluxes, or
using Newtonian inspirals truncated at the two different

LSOs. We see that, as expected, the approximate AKS and
AKK horizons bracket the accurate Teukolsky horizon. The
AKS horizon suggests increased sensitivity to lower mass
black holes, while the AKK horizon has peak sensitivity at
the same MBH mass as the Teukolsky horizon. Although
these are just approximations to the true AKS and AKK
horizons, we expect the true horizons to have the same
shape with the AKS horizon extending to slightly higher
redshift than the Newtonian calculations indicate and the
AKK horizon to slightly lower redshift, still bracketing the
true horizon.
Given a waveform model, we represent the sensitivity of

LISA to a given EMRI by a simple SNR threshold. If the
EMRI has SNR above the specified threshold, the system
will be detected, otherwise it will not. Early work on
EMRIs assumed that an SNR of 30 would be required for
detection, to allow for the complexities of LISA data
analysis [62]. However, in the Mock LISA Data
Challenges EMRI signals with SNRs as low as ∼15 were
successfully identified, albeit under idealized conditions
[110]. Therefore, we use a more modest SNR threshold of
20. The SNR is calculated as

ϱ ¼ hhjhi1=2 ð35Þ

using the noise-weighted inner product [112]

hgjhi ¼ 2

Z
∞

0

~gðfÞ ~h$ðfÞ þ ~g$ðfÞ ~hðfÞ
SnðfÞ

df; ð36Þ

where the EMRI signal is denoted by hðt;ΘÞ, Θ represents
the parameters of the signal, a tilde indicates the Fourier

FIG. 5. The redshift at which the sky-averaged SNR of a
prograde, circular, equatorial EMRI into a MBH with spin a ¼
0.99 reaches the threshold ϱ ¼ 20. The horizon is shown as a
function of intrinsic MBH mass and for the two different choices
of the compact object mass used in these studies, m ¼ 10 M⊙
and m ¼ 30 M⊙. The horizon is computed using accurate
Teukolsky fluxes and using a Newtonian inspiral truncated either
at the Schwarzschild LSO, labeled “AKS,” or at the Kerr LSO,
labeled “AKK.” Individual sources may be detected to even larger
distances if their orientation is near optimal.
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these to the total intrinsic rates reported in Table I. Based on
the Teukolsky horizons shown in Fig. 5, and to save
computational time, we considered EMRI populations up
to z ¼ 4.5 for all models with CO mass of 10 M⊙, and up
to z ¼ 6.5 when the CO mass is 30 M⊙ (M4). We will see
below that these maximum redshifts are not sufficient to
capture all systems detectable using AKK waveforms. We
consider this acceptable since AKK waveform generally
overestimate EMRI SNR, and the number of missing events

amount to at most a few percent, and thus do not
significantly impact our results. As expected, the rates
calculated with the AKK model are generally larger
because they produce larger SNRs for spinning MBHs.
Models M10 and M11 predict the same detectable rates
with AKS and AKK waveforms, since they assume that the
MBH spins are zero, in which case AKS and AKK
waveforms coincide. When using the AKS model the
fraction of detectable events is about 10%, independent
on the exact features of the model, except for M4 where it
increases to around 35%. For the AKK waveform, different
spin distributions result in different detection fractions, but
these still fall between 10% and 20% in most cases. The
expected detection rate is therefore roughly proportional to
the intrinsic EMRI rate and ranges between 1 yr−1 and
2000 yr−1 due to severe uncertainties in EMRI astrophysics
and dynamics, as discussed in Sec. III.
The fraction of detected events provides clear evidence

that EMRI distributions are largely self-similar across the
different models, which is confirmed by the (source-frame)
mass and redshift distributions of the detected events shown
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The sharp z ¼ 4.5 cut-off for the AKK
case is due to the maximum redshift of the generated
population and not to an intrinsic limitation in the detect-
ability of high redshift sources; the small fraction of the
number of missing sources should not significantly impact
our results. The most common MBH mass is typically
between 105 M⊙ and 106 M⊙ in all models. The results

FIG. 7. Top panel: Event rates (detected and intrinsic) as
function of the astrophysical model. Lower panel: Fraction of
detection with ρ > 20 with respect to the total number of EMRIs
featuring a central MBH with 104 M⊙ < M < 107 M⊙, consid-
ering all events at z < 4.5 (z < 6.5 for M4).

FIG. 8. MBH mass distribution for detectable events with AKS and AKK waveforms.
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Models with different:

• Compact object mass (10/30)

• MBH mass function

• Cusp erosion in MBH mergers

• M-s relation

• Ratio of plunges to mergers

• BH spin

Rates: 
few/yr to 104/yr

[Babak+, 1703.09722]

EMRIs: LISA horizon and rates
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2

FIG. 1: The multi-band GW astronomy concept. The violet lines are the total sensitivity curves (assuming two Michelson) of
three eLISA configurations; from top to bottom N2A1, N2A2, N2A5 (from [11]). The orange lines are the current (dashed) and
design (solid) aLIGO sensitivity curves. The lines in di↵erent blue flavours represent characteristic amplitude tracks of BHB
sources for a realization of the flat population model (see main text) seen with S/N> 1 in the N2A2 configuration (highlighted
as the thick eLISA middle curve), integrated assuming a five year mission lifetime. The light turquoise lines clustering around
0.01Hz are sources seen in eLISA with S/N< 5 (for clarity, we down-sampled them by a factor of 20 and we removed sources
extending to the aLIGO band); the light and dark blue curves crossing to the aLIGO band are sources with S/N> 5 and
S/N> 8 respectively in eLISA; the dark blue marks in the upper left corner are other sources with S/N> 8 in eLISA but
not crossing to the aLIGO band within the mission lifetime. For comparison, the characteristic amplitude track completed by
GW150914 is shown as a black solid line, and the chart at the top of the figure indicates the frequency progression of this
particular source in the last 10 years before coalescence. The shaded area at the bottom left marks the expected confusion
noise level produced by the same population model (median, 68% and 95% intervals are shown). The waveforms shown are
second order post-Newtonian inspirals phenomenologically adjusted with a Lorentzian function to describe the ringdown.

0.73) [12], and dtr/dfr describes the temporal evolution
of the source due to GW emission assuming circular or-
bits:

dtr
dfr

=
5c5

96⇡8/3
(GMr)

�5/3f�11/3
r . (3)

As mentioned above, for both the flat and salp models,
probability distributions of the intrinsic rate R are given
in [3] (see their figure 5). We make 200 Monte Carlo
draws from each of those, use equation (2) to numeri-
cally construct the cosmological distribution of emitting
sources as a function of mass redshift and frequency, and
make a further Monte Carlo draw from the latter. For
each BHB mass model, the process yields 200 di↵erent
realizations of the instantaneous BHB population emit-
ting GWs in the Universe. We limit our investigation
to 0 < z < 2 and fr > 10�4Hz, su�cient to cover all
the relevant sources emitting in the eLISA and aLIGO
bands.

Signal-to-noise ratio computation. An in-depth study

of possible eLISA baselines in under investigation [11],
and the novel piece of information we provide here might
prove critical in the selection of the final design. There-
fore, following [11], we consider six baselines featuring
one two or five million km arm-length (A1, A2, A5) and
two possible low frequency noises – namely the LISA
Pathfinder goal (N1) and the original LISA requirement
(N2)–. We assume a two Michelson (six laser links) con-
figuration, commenting on the e↵ect of dropping one arm
(going to four links) on the results. We assume a five year
mission duration.

In the detector frame, each source is characterized
by its redshifted quantities M = Mr(1 + z) and f =
fr/(1 + z). During the five years of eLISA observations,
the binary emits GWs shifting upwards in frequency from
an initial value fi, to an ff that can be computed by in-
tegrating equation (3) for a time tr = 5yr/(1 + z). The
sky and polarization averaged S/N in the eLISA detector

Complementarity: multi-band       2030s: 3G (e.g., ET) vs. LISA



Complementarity: multi-band       2030s: 3G (e.g., ET) vs. LISA
• Limited improvements on 3G PE

GW150914: SNR~700 (2000) in Voyager (CE)

• LISA breaks degeneracies
(c1, c2) from LISA, ceff and cf from LIGO
Mchirp from LISA, M from LIGO 
[Cutler+, 1903.04069]

• Post-process LISA data after 3G detection:
boost multiband rates [Wong+, 1808.08247]

• LISA limited to z<0.4 for stellar-origin BHs
Rates 1-100 for field binaries 
[Gerosa+, 1902.00021]

• IMBHs? [Figure by Evan Hall]
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after switching to the tortoise coordinate (14) and introduc-
ing! ¼ ðr2 þ a2Þ1=2R the radial Eq. (12) takes the form of
the Schrödinger equation

d2!

dr2%
& V! ¼ 0 (20)

with the potential

V ¼ & !2 þ 4rgram! & a2m2

ðr2 þ a2Þ2

þ "

r2 þ a2

!
!2

a þ
lðlþ 1Þ þ k2a2

r2 þ a2

þ 3r2 & 4rgrþ a2

ðr2 þ a2Þ2 & 3"r2

ðr2 þ a2Þ3
"
: (21)

We include the ð& !2Þ term in the definition of the poten-
tial, because even if wewere to separate it, there would be a
residual dependence on!. We present the qualitative shape
of the potential V for a typical choice of parameters in
Fig. 7. One can clearly see the potential well where the
bound Keplerian orbits are localized and a barrier separat-
ing this region from the near-horizon region where super-
radiant amplification takes place.

Consequently, the axion wave function at the horizon
r ¼ rþ (corresponding to r% ¼ & 1) is suppressed relative
to the wave function in the vicinity of the Keplerian orbit
by a tunneling exponent,

jRðrþÞj ’ jRðrcÞje& I;

where the tunneling integral I is

I ¼
Z r%ðr2Þ

r%ðr1Þ
dr%

ffiffiffiffi
V

p
¼

Z r2

r1

dr

ffiffiffiffi
V

p
ðr2 þ a2Þ
"

; (22)

with r1;2 being the boundaries of the classically forbidden
region. We will only follow the leading exponential depen-
dence on e& I and do not aim at calculating the normaliza-
tion prefactor in front of the exponent.

To relate the tunneling exponent with the rate of super-
radiance instability let us consider again the energy flow
Eq. (6). Integrating it over the horizon we obtain

dE
dt

¼ !ðmwþ & !Þ
Z
horizon

jYð"ÞRðrþÞj2; (23)

where E is the energy in the axion cloud. The energy is
maximum in the Keplerian region, so that in the limit
where we only keep track of the dependence on the ex-
ponent e& I we can write

E / jRðrcÞj2 ’ e2IjRðrþÞj2;
and, consequently, to rewrite (23) as

dE
dt

¼ const ' ðmwþ & !Þe& 2IE: (24)

In other words, the WKB approximation for the super-
radiance rate gives1

# ¼ #ðmwþ & !Þe& 2I; (25)

where the normalization prefactor is determined mainly by
the spread of the wave function in the classically allowed
region. We will limit ourself by calculating the exponential
part #. We leave the technical details for the Appendix, and
present only the final result here. Namely, the final answer
for the tunneling integral in the extremal Kerr geometry
takes the form

I ¼ $
!
2% &

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2%ð% & 1Þ

p "
; (26)

which translates in the following superradiant rate,

#WKB ( 10& 7r& 1
g e& 2$%ð2&

ffiffi
2

p
Þ ( 10& 7r& 1

g e& 3:7%; (27)

where we took the large % limit in (26) and chose the
prefactor to match the low % results of Sec. II B (this value
also agrees with that of [19,32]). As we already said, the
exponent in (27) is larger than that in [19] by a factor of two.
As explained in the Appendix, the rate (27) provides an
upper envelope for superradiance rates at different l in the
large % limit. We have presented (27) by a dotted line in
Fig. 5; it agrees reasonably well with the previous%=l ) 1
results.

III. DYNAMICS OF SUPERRADIANCE

Let us turn now to discussing the dynamical consequen-
ces of the superradiant instability. One important property
of the rates calculated in Sec. II is that the time scale for the
development of the instability is quite slow compared to
the natural dynamical scale rg close to the black hole
horizon, #& 1

sr > 107rg . Consequently, in many cases non-
linear effects, both gravitational, and due to axion self-
interactions, become important in the regime where the
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Potential Well

Exponential
growth region
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nt
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r * Black Hole Horizon

“Mirror”
at r~1/µ

FIG. 7 (color online). The shape of the radial Schroedinger
potential for the eigenvalue problem in the rotating black hole
background. Superradiant modes are localized in a potential well
region created by the mass ‘‘mirror’’ from the spatial infinity on
the right, and by the centrifugal barrier from the ergo-region and
horizon on the left. 1Note, that at this stage we still agree with [19].
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Superradiance: growing and decaying modes

Quasinormal modes:
q Ingoing waves at the horizon,

outgoing waves at infinity
q Spectrum of damped modes (“ringdown”) 

[EB+, 0905.2975]

Massive scalar field:
q Superradiance: black hole bomb when

[Press-Teukolsky 1972]
q Hydrogen-like, unstable bound states 

[Detweiler 1980, Zouros+Eardley, Dolan…]

[Arvanitaki+Dubovsky, 1004.3558]
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Schwarzschild and Kerr quasinormal mode spectrum

[Berti-Cardoso-Will, gr-qc/0512160; EB+, gr-qc/0707.1202]

• One mode fixes mass and spin – and the whole spectrum!
• N modes: N tests of GR dynamics…if they can be measured
• Needs SNR>50 or so for a comparable mass, nonspinning binary merger



Multi-mode detectability: mass ratio and spin dependence

[Baibhav+, 1710.02156]
Strongest spin dependence:



Tests of GR: multi-mode detection and IMBHs at large z

[Baibhav+, 1809.03500]
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Figure 2. Rates of binary BH mergers that yield detectable ringdown signals (filled symbols) and allow for spectroscopical
tests (hollow symbols). Left panel: rates per year for Earth-based detectors of increasing sensitivity. Right panel: rates per
year for 6-link (solid) and 4-link (dashed) eLISA configurations with varying armlength and acceleration noise.

of BH-BH merger rates, and therefore model M3 should
be regarded as pessimistic [8]. In all of these models we
set the BH spins to zero, an assumption consistent with
estimates from GW150914 [4]. Even in the unrealistic
scenario where all BHs in the Universe were maximally
spinning, rates would increase by a factor . 3 (see Table
2 of [5]). Massive binaries with ringdowns detectable by
Earth-based interferometers could also be produced by
other mechanisms (see e.g. [34–37]), and therefore our
rates should be seen as lower bounds.

To estimate ringdown rates from massive BH mergers
detectable by eLISA we consider the same three models
(PopIII, Q3nod and Q3d) used in [18] and produced with
the semi-analytical approach of [38] (with incremental
improvements described in [39–41]). These models were
chosen to span the major sources of uncertainty a↵ect-
ing eLISA rates, namely (i) the nature of primordial BH
seeds (light seeds coming from the collapse of Pop III
stars in model PopIII; heavy seeds originating from pro-
togalactic disks in models Q3d and Q3nod), and (ii) the
delay between galaxy mergers and the merger of the BHs
at galactic centers (model Q3d includes this delay; model
Q3nod does not, and therefore yields higher detection
rates). In all three models the BH spin evolution is fol-
lowed self-consistently [38, 39]. For each event in the
catalog we compute ⇢ from Eq. (1), where ✏rd is rescaled
by a spin-dependent factor as necessary.

Detection rates. The ringdown detection rates (events
per year with ⇢ > 8 in a single detector) predicted by
models M1, M3, M10 (for stellar-mass BH binaries) and
PopIII, Q3d, Q3nod (for supermassive BH binaries) are
shown in Fig. 2 with filled symbols. For example, models

M1 (M10, M3) predict 3.0 (2.5, 0.57) events per year
with detectable ringdown in O1; 7.0 (5.8, 1.1) in O2; and
40 (35, 5.2) in AdLIGO. Model Q3d (Q3nod, PopIII)
predicts 38 (533, 13) events for a 6-link N2A5 eLISA
mission lasting 5 years, but in the plot we divided these
numbers by 5 to facilitate a more fair comparison in terms
of events per year.
BH spectroscopy. Suppose that we know that a signal
contains two (or possibly more) ringdown modes. We
expect the weaker mode to be hard to resolve if its amp-
litude is low and/or if the detector’s noise is large. The
critical SNR for the second mode to be resolvable can
be computed using the generalized likelihood ratio test
(GLRT) [42] under the following assumptions: (i) using
other criteria, we have already decided in favor of the
presence of one ringdown signal; (ii) the ringdown fre-
quencies and damping times, as well as the amplitude
of the dominant mode, are known. Then the critical
SNR ⇢GLRT to resolve a mode with either ` = m = 3
or ` = m = 4 from the dominant mode with ` = m = 2
is well fitted, for nonspinning binary BH mergers, by

⇢2, 3GLRT = 17.687 +
15.4597

q � 1
� 1.65242

q
, (2)

⇢2, 4GLRT = 37.9181 +
83.5778

q
+

44.1125

q2
+

50.1316

q3
.(3)

These fits reproduce the numerical results in Fig. 9 of
[42] within 0.3% when q 2 [1.01 � 100]. Spectroscopical
tests of the Kerr metric can be performed whenever either
mode is resolvable, i.e. ⇢ > ⇢GLRT ⌘ min(⇢2, 3GLRT, ⇢2, 4GLRT).
The ` = m = 3 mode is usually easier to resolve than the
` = m = 4 mode, but the situation is reversed in the
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of BH-BH merger rates, and therefore model M3 should
be regarded as pessimistic [8]. In all of these models we
set the BH spins to zero, an assumption consistent with
estimates from GW150914 [4]. Even in the unrealistic
scenario where all BHs in the Universe were maximally
spinning, rates would increase by a factor . 3 (see Table
2 of [5]). Massive binaries with ringdowns detectable by
Earth-based interferometers could also be produced by
other mechanisms (see e.g. [34–37]), and therefore our
rates should be seen as lower bounds.

To estimate ringdown rates from massive BH mergers
detectable by eLISA we consider the same three models
(PopIII, Q3nod and Q3d) used in [18] and produced with
the semi-analytical approach of [38] (with incremental
improvements described in [39–41]). These models were
chosen to span the major sources of uncertainty a↵ect-
ing eLISA rates, namely (i) the nature of primordial BH
seeds (light seeds coming from the collapse of Pop III
stars in model PopIII; heavy seeds originating from pro-
togalactic disks in models Q3d and Q3nod), and (ii) the
delay between galaxy mergers and the merger of the BHs
at galactic centers (model Q3d includes this delay; model
Q3nod does not, and therefore yields higher detection
rates). In all three models the BH spin evolution is fol-
lowed self-consistently [38, 39]. For each event in the
catalog we compute ⇢ from Eq. (1), where ✏rd is rescaled
by a spin-dependent factor as necessary.

Detection rates. The ringdown detection rates (events
per year with ⇢ > 8 in a single detector) predicted by
models M1, M3, M10 (for stellar-mass BH binaries) and
PopIII, Q3d, Q3nod (for supermassive BH binaries) are
shown in Fig. 2 with filled symbols. For example, models

M1 (M10, M3) predict 3.0 (2.5, 0.57) events per year
with detectable ringdown in O1; 7.0 (5.8, 1.1) in O2; and
40 (35, 5.2) in AdLIGO. Model Q3d (Q3nod, PopIII)
predicts 38 (533, 13) events for a 6-link N2A5 eLISA
mission lasting 5 years, but in the plot we divided these
numbers by 5 to facilitate a more fair comparison in terms
of events per year.
BH spectroscopy. Suppose that we know that a signal
contains two (or possibly more) ringdown modes. We
expect the weaker mode to be hard to resolve if its amp-
litude is low and/or if the detector’s noise is large. The
critical SNR for the second mode to be resolvable can
be computed using the generalized likelihood ratio test
(GLRT) [42] under the following assumptions: (i) using
other criteria, we have already decided in favor of the
presence of one ringdown signal; (ii) the ringdown fre-
quencies and damping times, as well as the amplitude
of the dominant mode, are known. Then the critical
SNR ⇢GLRT to resolve a mode with either ` = m = 3
or ` = m = 4 from the dominant mode with ` = m = 2
is well fitted, for nonspinning binary BH mergers, by

⇢2, 3GLRT = 17.687 +
15.4597

q � 1
� 1.65242

q
, (2)

⇢2, 4GLRT = 37.9181 +
83.5778

q
+

44.1125

q2
+

50.1316

q3
.(3)

These fits reproduce the numerical results in Fig. 9 of
[42] within 0.3% when q 2 [1.01 � 100]. Spectroscopical
tests of the Kerr metric can be performed whenever either
mode is resolvable, i.e. ⇢ > ⇢GLRT ⌘ min(⇢2, 3GLRT, ⇢2, 4GLRT).
The ` = m = 3 mode is usually easier to resolve than the
` = m = 4 mode, but the situation is reversed in the

[EB+, 1605.09286]
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comparable-mass limit q ! 1, where the amplitude of
odd-m modes is suppressed [11, 43]. Extreme mass-ratio
calculations [44] and a preliminary analysis of numerical
waveforms show that the ratio of mode amplitudes is, to
a good accuracy, spin-independent, therefore this SNR
threshold is adequate for our present purpose.

The rates of events with ⇢ > ⇢GLRT are shown in
Fig. 2 by curves with hollow symbols. The key obser-
vation here is that, although ringdown detections should
be routine already in AdLIGO, high-SNR events are ex-
ceedingly rare: reaching the threshold of ⇠ 1 event/year
requires Voyager-class detectors, while sensitivities com-
parable to Einstein Telescope are needed to carry out
such tests routinely. This is not the case for space-based
interferometers: typical ringdown detections have such
high SNR that ⇡ 50% or more of them can be used to
do BH spectroscopy. The total number of eLISA detec-
tions and spectroscopic tests depends on the underlying
BH formation model, but it is remarkably independent of
detector design (although the N1A1 design would sens-
ibly reduce rates in the most optimistic models).

Perhaps the most striking di↵erence between Earth-
and space-based detectors is that a very large fraction
of the “spectroscopically significant” events will occur at
cosmological redshift in eLISA, but not in Einstein tele-
scope. This is shown very clearly in Fig. 3, where we
plot redshift histograms of detected events (top panel)
and of events that allow for spectroscopy (bottom panel).
eLISA can do spectroscopy out to z ⇡ 5 (10, or even 20!)
for PopIII (Q3d, Q3nod) models, while even the Einstein
Telescope is limited to z . 3. Only 40-km detectors with
cosmological reach, such as Cosmic Explorer [22, 23],

would be able to do spectroscopy at z ⇡ 10.

Conclusions. Using our best understanding of the
formation of field binaries, we predict that AdLIGO at
design sensitivity should observe several ringdown events
per year. However routine spectroscopical tests of the
dynamics of Kerr BHs will require the construction and
operation of detectors such as the Einstein Telescope [45–
47], and 40-km detectors [22, 23] will be necessary to
reach cosmological distances. Many of the mergers for
which eLISA can do BH spectroscopy will be located at
z � 1. These systems will test GR in qualitatively dif-
ferent regimes than any low-z observation by AdLIGO:
BH spectroscopy with eLISA will test whether gravity
behaves locally like GR even at the very early epochs of
our Universe, possibly placing constraints on proposed
extensions of Einstein’s theory [48].

Given the time lines for the construction and operation
of these detectors, it is likely that the first instances of
BH spectroscopy will come from a space-based detector.
This conclusion is based on the simple GLRT criterion
introduced in [42], and it is possible that better data
analysis techniques (such as the Bayesian methods ad-
vocated in [46, 47]) could improve our prospects for grav-
itational spectroscopy with Earth-based interferometers.
We hope that our work will stimulate the development
of these techniques and their use on actual data.

As shown in Fig. 2, di↵erences in rates between models
M1 and M10 become large enough to be detectable in
A+. We estimate 34 (29) ringdown events per year for
M1 (M10) in A+, and 89 (66) events per year in A++.
Rate di↵erences are even larger when we consider the
complete signal. Therefore, while the implementation
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comparable-mass limit q ! 1, where the amplitude of
odd-m modes is suppressed [11, 43]. Extreme mass-ratio
calculations [44] and a preliminary analysis of numerical
waveforms show that the ratio of mode amplitudes is, to
a good accuracy, spin-independent, therefore this SNR
threshold is adequate for our present purpose.

The rates of events with ⇢ > ⇢GLRT are shown in
Fig. 2 by curves with hollow symbols. The key obser-
vation here is that, although ringdown detections should
be routine already in AdLIGO, high-SNR events are ex-
ceedingly rare: reaching the threshold of ⇠ 1 event/year
requires Voyager-class detectors, while sensitivities com-
parable to Einstein Telescope are needed to carry out
such tests routinely. This is not the case for space-based
interferometers: typical ringdown detections have such
high SNR that ⇡ 50% or more of them can be used to
do BH spectroscopy. The total number of eLISA detec-
tions and spectroscopic tests depends on the underlying
BH formation model, but it is remarkably independent of
detector design (although the N1A1 design would sens-
ibly reduce rates in the most optimistic models).

Perhaps the most striking di↵erence between Earth-
and space-based detectors is that a very large fraction
of the “spectroscopically significant” events will occur at
cosmological redshift in eLISA, but not in Einstein tele-
scope. This is shown very clearly in Fig. 3, where we
plot redshift histograms of detected events (top panel)
and of events that allow for spectroscopy (bottom panel).
eLISA can do spectroscopy out to z ⇡ 5 (10, or even 20!)
for PopIII (Q3d, Q3nod) models, while even the Einstein
Telescope is limited to z . 3. Only 40-km detectors with
cosmological reach, such as Cosmic Explorer [22, 23],

would be able to do spectroscopy at z ⇡ 10.

Conclusions. Using our best understanding of the
formation of field binaries, we predict that AdLIGO at
design sensitivity should observe several ringdown events
per year. However routine spectroscopical tests of the
dynamics of Kerr BHs will require the construction and
operation of detectors such as the Einstein Telescope [45–
47], and 40-km detectors [22, 23] will be necessary to
reach cosmological distances. Many of the mergers for
which eLISA can do BH spectroscopy will be located at
z � 1. These systems will test GR in qualitatively dif-
ferent regimes than any low-z observation by AdLIGO:
BH spectroscopy with eLISA will test whether gravity
behaves locally like GR even at the very early epochs of
our Universe, possibly placing constraints on proposed
extensions of Einstein’s theory [48].

Given the time lines for the construction and operation
of these detectors, it is likely that the first instances of
BH spectroscopy will come from a space-based detector.
This conclusion is based on the simple GLRT criterion
introduced in [42], and it is possible that better data
analysis techniques (such as the Bayesian methods ad-
vocated in [46, 47]) could improve our prospects for grav-
itational spectroscopy with Earth-based interferometers.
We hope that our work will stimulate the development
of these techniques and their use on actual data.

As shown in Fig. 2, di↵erences in rates between models
M1 and M10 become large enough to be detectable in
A+. We estimate 34 (29) ringdown events per year for
M1 (M10) in A+, and 89 (66) events per year in A++.
Rate di↵erences are even larger when we consider the
complete signal. Therefore, while the implementation
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LISA: multi-mode tests

[Baibhav+EB, 1809.03500]



LISA: sky localization and distance determination

[Baibhav+, unpublished]

Amplitudes:

Amplitude ratio:

Phase difference:

Relative antenna and
polarization power:



Four ways 
to search for dark matter 

with LISA



The nonrelativistic limit of the Klein-Gordon equation

is a Schrödinger equation with a “gravitational fine structure constant”

Detweiler: complex eigenvalues                  for

Superradiant instability timescale (note high power of a!):
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Massive scalar fields: Detweiler (small-a) solution



1. Energy spectrum

Remarkably, the Schrödinger equation (2.5) takes the
same form as for the hydrogen atom, such that the stationary
eigenstates ψnlm around the BH are given by the hydrogenic
eigenfunctions (see Appendix A for details)

ψnlmðt; rÞ ≃ e−iðω−μÞtR̄nlðrÞYlmðθ;ϕÞ; ð2:7Þ

where fn;l; mg are the principal, orbital, and magnetic
“quantum numbers” respectively, which satisfy l ≤ n − 1
and jmj≤ l. For future convenience, we denote these
eigenstates by ψnlm ≡ jnlmi, and refer to the occupied
states as “clouds.” The eigenfrequencies are given by

ωnlm ≃ μ

!
1 −

α2

2n2

"
: ð2:8Þ

The radial profile of the scalar cloud peaks at

rc;n ≃
!
n2

α2

"
rg; ð2:9Þ

which can be far away from the central BH for α ≪ 1.

2. Fine structure and beyond

Keeping higher powers of r−1 in the large distance
expansion, one obtains higher-order corrections to the
eigenfrequencies (2.8) (see Appendix A for details):

Δωnlm¼μ

!
−
α4

8 n4
þð2l−3 nþ1Þα4

n4 ðlþ1=2Þ
þ 2ãmα5

n3 lðlþ1=2Þðlþ1Þ

"
:

ð2:10Þ

The individual terms in (2.10) are analogous to the
relativistic correction to the kinetic energy, the fine splitting
(Δl ≠0 ) and the hyperfine splitting (Δm ≠0 ) in the
hydrogen atom. These corrections break the degeneracies
between modes of the same n but different l and m (see
Fig. 2).8 As we shall see in Sec. III, the presence of an
external perturbation can induce transitions between these
energy levels.

3. Decay width

The analogy between the gravitational atom and the
hydrogen atom is of course not exact. An obvious dis-
tinction is that electrons in the hydrogen atom are fermions,
while the cloud is bosonic. This means that each level of the
gravitational atom can be occupied by an exponentially
large number of scalar quanta [70], forming a boson
condensate. Moreover, the states are not perfectly sta-
tionary, due to the boundary conditions at the horizon. This
is encapsulated in the imaginary part of the eigenfrequency,

ωnlm → ωnlm þ iΓnlm; ð2:11Þ

which was omitted in (2.8). In general, the instability rate
has to be determined numerically [95]. However, in the
limit α ≪ 1, the decay width can be computed analytically.
The result, known as “Detweiler’s approximation,” is given
by [96]

Γnlm ¼ 2rþ
M

CnlmðαÞðmΩH − ωÞα4 lþ5 ; ð2:12Þ

where we defined9

CnlmðαÞ≡ 24 lþ1ðnþ lÞ!
n2lþ4 ðn − l − 1Þ!

#
l!

ð2lÞ!ð2lþ 1Þ!

$
2

×
Yl

j¼1

½j2ð1 − ã2Þ þ ðãm − 2r̃þαÞ2&; ð2:13Þ

with ã≡ a=M and r̃þ ≡ rþ=M. Although the analytic
result (2.12) was obtained for α ≪ 1, it was found to give
reasonable agreements with numerical results for α < 0 .5
(see Fig. 28 in [60]).
Due to the strong dependence of Γ on l, the dominant

growing modes have lg¼mg ¼ 1. In principle, this includes
an infinite tower of overtones jng11i, with ng ≥3 , but, in
practice, the fastest growing mode is j211i. Moreover, at the
end of the superradiant growth,we haveωng11 > ω211 ¼ ΩH,
so that the higher overtones decay back into the black hole.
Hence, in the rest of the paper, we will consider j211i as the

FIG. 2. Illustration of the eigenfrequency spectrum of the
cloud, up to n ¼ 3 and l ¼ 2. Green (solid) lines represent
growing modes, while the red (dashed) lines are decaying modes.
For a given value of n and l, the lowest frequency level is the
m ¼ −lmode, and subsequent higher frequencies are levels with
larger values of m.

8Similar computations for the energy spectrum of bounded
Dirac fields in Kerr spacetime can be found in [94].

9See [97,98] which point out a missing factor of 1=2 in
Detweiler’s original computation.
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Subleading corrections: spin-dependent Zeeman splitting



The cloud forms over weeks/months for LIGO-like sources

Once formed, the cloud radiates gravitational waves very slowly
Although it is not proved here, we believe that the bound
states represent the most unstable solutions to the massive
wave equations, since no superradiant radiation escapes to
infinity. If this is correct, the values in Table III represent
absolute upper bounds on the growth rate of the scalar field
instability.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have shown that the instability in the
massive scalar field on the Kerr spacetime is greatest when

the gravitational coupling is M! & 0:5. The l ! 1, m ! 1
state is the most unstable, with a maximum growth rate of
""1 # 1:5$ 10"7%GM=c3&"1 at a! 0:99. Accurate upper
bounds on the growth rate are presented in Table III, for a
range of a.

Our numerical results are consistent with earlier studies
[8,10– 12]. For example, Furuhashi and Nambu [11] stud-
ied the massive scalar instability for the charged, rotating
(Kerr-Newman) black hole, using matching methods. For
the special case Q!0, a!0:98 they found that the growth
rate reaches a maximumvalue ""1#1:1$10"7%GM=c3&"1

at !#0:38 (see Fig. 6 in [11]). By comparison, we find
""1 ' 1:11$10"7 at ! ' 0:39, for a!0:98.

In recent years, a number of groups [36– 40] have
studied the massive scalar field in the time domain, using
numerical finite-difference codes. For example, Strafuss
and Khanna [40] try perturbing the Kerr hole with a
‘‘nearly monochromatic‘‘ wave pulse, and study the late-
time tail for signs of instability. They report an e-folding
time of "# 5$ 104 for the parameter values a! 0:9999,
M! ! 0:25, l ! 1, m ! 1. On the other hand, our results
(Fig. 6) suggest a minimum e-folding time of around 1:2$
108 for these values. Without further details, it is difficult to
explain this large discrepancy.

Before concluding, it is worth attempting to assess the
observable consequences of the instability, if any. That is,
does the massive boson instability actually manifest itself
in any physical system? For astrophysical systems, the
short answer appears to be: almost certainly not! This is
because, for any known massive boson coupled to an
astrophysical black hole (M * M(), the gravitational cou-
pling would be very large, M!) 1. Hence by (4) the
instability is negligible. Nevertheless, this prospect cannot
be entirely discounted. If apparently massless bosons turn
out to have a small but nonzero rest mass, then the insta-
bility could play a role in slowing the rotation of large
black holes. For example, for a supermassive black hole
(M# 1010M(), the instability would be significant if there
exists a stable boson with mass !# 10"20 eV. For com-
parison, the (lab-based) experimental upper bound on the
photon’s mass is currently around #10"16 eV [41].

For the superradiant instability to be significant for small
‘‘primordial‘‘ black holes (M & 1012 kg), two conditions
must be met [12]. First, the e-folding time should be
significantly shorter than the Hawking evaporation life-
time. Second, the instability growth rate should exceed
the spontaneous decay rate of the particle.

Let us consider the first condition: is the Kerr instability
able to compete with Hawking radiation for small black
holes? It is thought that over the age of the universe
(tHubble # 5$ 1017 s), primordial black holes smaller
than M# 1012 kgwill evaporate through Hawking radia-
tion [42]. The light-crossing time for a primordial black
hole would be short (2:5$ 10"24 s), so the dimensionless
growth rate need be no bigger than ""1 # 10"40 to be of
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FIG. 6 (color online). Superradiant instability for the l ! 1,
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hole rotations a. The dotted lines shows Detweiler’s approxima-
tion [10], Im%!=!& # %M!&8=24, valid in the limit M!* 1.
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gravitational coupling. The fastest growth occurs for the l !
m ! 1 state at M! ' 0:42, with a! 0:999. The maximum
growth rate is approximately ""1 ! M Im%!& ' 1:5$
10"7%GM=c3&"1, where " is the e-folding time. The dotted
line shows Zouros and Eardley’s [12] approximation,
Im%!=!& ' 10"7e"1:84M!=%M!&, valid when M!) 1.
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Although it is not proved here, we believe that the bound
states represent the most unstable solutions to the massive
wave equations, since no superradiant radiation escapes to
infinity. If this is correct, the values in Table III represent
absolute upper bounds on the growth rate of the scalar field
instability.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have shown that the instability in the
massive scalar field on the Kerr spacetime is greatest when

the gravitational coupling is M! & 0:5. The l ! 1, m ! 1
state is the most unstable, with a maximum growth rate of
""1 # 1:5$ 10"7%GM=c3&"1 at a! 0:99. Accurate upper
bounds on the growth rate are presented in Table III, for a
range of a.

Our numerical results are consistent with earlier studies
[8,10– 12]. For example, Furuhashi and Nambu [11] stud-
ied the massive scalar instability for the charged, rotating
(Kerr-Newman) black hole, using matching methods. For
the special case Q!0, a!0:98 they found that the growth
rate reaches a maximumvalue ""1#1:1$10"7%GM=c3&"1

at !#0:38 (see Fig. 6 in [11]). By comparison, we find
""1 ' 1:11$10"7 at ! ' 0:39, for a!0:98.

In recent years, a number of groups [36– 40] have
studied the massive scalar field in the time domain, using
numerical finite-difference codes. For example, Strafuss
and Khanna [40] try perturbing the Kerr hole with a
‘‘nearly monochromatic‘‘ wave pulse, and study the late-
time tail for signs of instability. They report an e-folding
time of "# 5$ 104 for the parameter values a! 0:9999,
M! ! 0:25, l ! 1, m ! 1. On the other hand, our results
(Fig. 6) suggest a minimum e-folding time of around 1:2$
108 for these values. Without further details, it is difficult to
explain this large discrepancy.

Before concluding, it is worth attempting to assess the
observable consequences of the instability, if any. That is,
does the massive boson instability actually manifest itself
in any physical system? For astrophysical systems, the
short answer appears to be: almost certainly not! This is
because, for any known massive boson coupled to an
astrophysical black hole (M * M(), the gravitational cou-
pling would be very large, M!) 1. Hence by (4) the
instability is negligible. Nevertheless, this prospect cannot
be entirely discounted. If apparently massless bosons turn
out to have a small but nonzero rest mass, then the insta-
bility could play a role in slowing the rotation of large
black holes. For example, for a supermassive black hole
(M# 1010M(), the instability would be significant if there
exists a stable boson with mass !# 10"20 eV. For com-
parison, the (lab-based) experimental upper bound on the
photon’s mass is currently around #10"16 eV [41].

For the superradiant instability to be significant for small
‘‘primordial‘‘ black holes (M & 1012 kg), two conditions
must be met [12]. First, the e-folding time should be
significantly shorter than the Hawking evaporation life-
time. Second, the instability growth rate should exceed
the spontaneous decay rate of the particle.

Let us consider the first condition: is the Kerr instability
able to compete with Hawking radiation for small black
holes? It is thought that over the age of the universe
(tHubble # 5$ 1017 s), primordial black holes smaller
than M# 1012 kgwill evaporate through Hawking radia-
tion [42]. The light-crossing time for a primordial black
hole would be short (2:5$ 10"24 s), so the dimensionless
growth rate need be no bigger than ""1 # 10"40 to be of
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hole rotations a. The dotted lines shows Detweiler’s approxima-
tion [10], Im%!=!& # %M!&8=24, valid in the limit M!* 1.
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ing modes: l ! m ! 1, l ! m ! 2 and l ! m ! 3. The (posi-
tive) imaginary part of the frequency is shown as a function of
gravitational coupling. The fastest growth occurs for the l !
m ! 1 state at M! ' 0:42, with a! 0:999. The maximum
growth rate is approximately ""1 ! M Im%!& ' 1:5$
10"7%GM=c3&"1, where " is the e-folding time. The dotted
line shows Zouros and Eardley’s [12] approximation,
Im%!=!& ' 10"7e"1:84M!=%M!&, valid when M!) 1.
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Full numerical solution: continued fractions



Figure 45: Pictorial description of a bosonic cloud around a spinning BH in a realistic
astrophysical environment. The BH loses energy ES and angular momentum LS through
superradiant extraction of scalar waves and emission of GWs, while accreting gas from the
disk, which transports energy EACC and angular momentum LACC. Notice that accreting
material is basically in free fall after it reaches the innermost stable circular orbit. A scalar
cloud would be localized at a distance ⇠ 1/Mµ

2
S
> 2M .

venturing in the astrophysical implications of superradiant instabilities, we need to assess
whether or not the linearized analysis previously presented is reliable. Indeed, essentially all
previous works on superradiant instabilities were based on a linearized analysis, neglecting
backreaction and other competitive e↵ects – such as GW emission and gas accretion – which
can have an impact on the development of the process.

6.3.1 Scalar clouds around spinning black holes

This issue was recently addressed by performing a quasi-adiabatic, fully-relativistic evolution
of the superradiant instability of a Kerr BH triggered by a massive scalar field, including the
e↵ect of GW emission and of gas accretion [344]. The starting point of the analysis is the
action (4.1) with vanishing gauge field, so that the model describes a (generically complex)
massive scalar field minimally coupled to gravity.

Following the development of the instability in a fully nonlinear evolution is extremely
challenging because of the time scales involved: ⌧BH ⇠ M is the light-crossing time, ⌧S ⇠ 1/µS

is the typical oscillation period of the scalar cloud and ⌧ ⇠ M/(MµS)9 is the instability time
scale in the small-MµS limit. As previously discussed, in the most favorable case for the
instability, ⌧ ⇠ 106⌧S is the minimum evolution time scale required for the superradiant
e↵ects to become noticeable. Thus, current nonlinear evolutions (which typically last at
most ⇠ 103⌧S [103]) have not yet probed the development of the instability, nor the impact
of GW emission. However, in such configuration the system is suitable for a quasi-adiabatic
approximation: over the dynamical time scale of the BH the scalar field can be considered
almost stationary and its backreaction on the geometry can be neglected as long as the scalar
energy is small compared to the BH mass [344].

At leading order, the geometry is described by the Kerr spacetime and the scalar evolves
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1) Direct detection of continuous gravitational waves from isolated black holes

2

GWs from bosonic condensates around BHs. The evolution
of the condensate occurs on two different time scales [30].
First the condensate grows on the instability time scale ⌧inst ⌘
1/!I until the superradiant condition is saturated; then it is
dissipated through GW emission over a time scale ⌧GW that
depends on the mass MS of the final condensate and on the
GW emission rate. These time scales can be computed ana-
lytically when Mµ ⌧ 1, with the result [34]

⌧inst ⇠ 10
5
yr

�
M

8
6µ

9
17�

��1
, (1)

⌧GW ⇠ 5⇥ 10
11
yr

�
M

14
6 µ

15
17�

��1
, (2)

where M6 = M/(10
6
M�), µ17 = ms/(10

�17
eV), and

� ⌘ J/M
2 is the dimensionless spin parameter. These rela-

tions are a reasonably good approximation even when Mµ be-
comes of order unity [34]. Since ⌧GW � ⌧inst � M , the ax-
ion condensate has enough time to grow, and the evolution of
the BH-condensate system can be studied in a quasi-adiabatic
approximation [30] using Teukolsky’s formalism [35, 36].
The field stress-energy tensor is typically small compared to
the BH energy density, so the boson field can be considered
almost stationary and its backreaction can be neglected [30].

Over the observation time Tobs ⌧ ⌧inst ⌧ ⌧GW the GW
signal can be considered almost monochromatic, with fre-
quency f0 = 2⇡(2!R) ⇠ 4⇡µ, and in this sense it is simi-
lar to continuous sources, such as LIGO pulsars or LISA ver-
ification binaries. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for con-
tinuous signals is given by (see e.g. [37]) SNR '

h
p
Tobsp

Sh(f0)
,

where h is the signal’s root-mean-square (rms) strain ampli-
tude, Tobs is the observation time, and Sh(f0) is the noise
power spectral density (PSD) at f0. Coherent all-sky searches
where the location the sources is typically unknown are com-
putationally expensive. One can resort to semicoherent meth-
ods (e.g. [38]), dividing the signal in N coherent segments
with time length Tcoh. Then the typical sensitivity threshold is
hthr '

25
N 1/4

q
Sh(f0)
Tcoh

, where hthr is the minimum rms strain
amplitude detectable over the observation time N ⇥ Tcoh. In
our estimate below we consider both full coherent and semi-
coherent searches.

We compute h numerically within BH perturbation the-
ory [36] in the entire (a/M, µM) plane (see [34] for details).
Our results are much more accurate than the analytical ap-
proximations made in Refs. [29, 30]. The GW amplitude, av-
eraged over source and detector orientations, reads

h =
GM

c2r

✓
MS

M

◆ p
2A

p
5⇡(2⇡f0M)2

, (3)

where r is the distance to the source, MS is the mass of the
scalar condensate, and the dimensionless constant A (related
to the GW energy flux) is computed from BH perturbation
theory [34]. We take into account correction factors due to the
geometry of the detector and we sky-average the signal [39].
To take into account cosmological effects it is sufficient to
multiply source masses by redshift factors (1 + z), and to re-
place r by the luminosity distance DL. We conservatively

assume that the observed GWs are entirely produced after the
instability has saturated, leading the BH from an initial state
(Mi, Ji) to a final state (Mf , Jf ), and we compute h using
the final BH parameters. It can be shown that MS scales lin-
early with Ji [34], so the GW strain h also grows with Ji.
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FIG. 1. GW strain produced by boson condensates compared to Ad-
vanced LIGO and LISA PSDs (black thick curves), assuming an
observation time of Tobs = 4yr in both cases. Near-vertical lines
are computed for BHs with initial spin �i = 0.9 and for fixed ms

(as indicated). Each line corresponds to a single source at redshift
z 2 (0.001, 3.001) (from right to left, in steps of �z = 0.2); recall
that GW detectors measure frequencies f = fs/(1 + z), where fs
is the source-frame frequency. The strain increases along a nearly
straight vertical line as we increase the BH mass, so that Mµ spans
the range 2 (0, 0.43). Thin lines correspond to the stochastic back-
ground produced by the whole population of astrophysical BHs, as-
suming that the boson has mass ms. The PSD of DECIGO [40]
(dashed line) is also shown for reference.

In Fig. 1 we compare the GW strain of Eq. (3) with the
PSD for Advanced LIGO and LISA. Each near-vertical line
corresponds to a BH with �i = Ji/M

2
i

= 0.9 at redshift
z, for bosons with mass ms. The GW strain increases along
a nearly vertical line as we vary Mµ in the range (0, 0.43).
Thin continuous curves correspond to the stochastic back-
ground produced by the whole population of astrophysical
BHs, assuming that the boson has mass ms. Note that the
stochastic background becomes itself a source of noise when
ms ⇡ 10

�17 eV, complicating the detection of individual
sources. Figure 1 suggests that axion-like particles in the mass
range 10

�19
eV . ms . 10

�11
eV (with a small gap around

f ⇠ 1 Hz which might be filled by DECIGO [40]) could
in principle be detectable with LIGO and LISA, at least for
highly spinning BHs. Below we quantify this expectation.
BH population models. An assessment of the detectability
of GWs from superradiant instabilities requires astrophysical
models for BH populations. [Paolo: I think we will have to cut
this part even further, but let’s see after we finish the writing]

For massive BHs we adopt the same astrophysical models
as in [41]. The main assumptions concern (cf. [34]):
(i) Mass and spin distribution of isolated massive BHs.
We adopt an optimistic model where the redshift-dependent
BH number density d

2
n/(d log10 Mda) is computed using

Vertical lines: a/M=0.9, z=0.01-3.01 (right to left), µM grows along vertical lines
[Brito+, 1706.05097]



1) Direct detection of the stochastic background

Frequency-integrated sensitivity curves [Thrane-Romano, 1310.5300]
[Brito+, 1706.05097]



Superradiance when w < mWH - strongest instability: l=m=1, µM ~ 1 [Dolan, 0705.2880]
For µ=1eV, M=Msun : µM ~ 1010 - need light scalars (or primordial black holes!)

Evolution of instability
Nonlinear effects?
Perturbation theory is ok
[East-Pretorius, 1704.04791]

GW signatures
Periodic sources
Stochastic background
Regge holes

2) LISA spin measurements and holes in the black hole Regge plane



Resolvable events + holes in Regge plane

bosons indirectly: LISA measurements of massive BH spins
couldprovide evidence for holes in theBHmass-spin “Regge
plane” (i.e., for the absence of BHs spinning above the
superradiant instability window) [35]. As indicated by the
shaded areas in Fig. 3, a four-year LISA mission could rule
out boson masses in a range that depends on the assumed
BH model (½4.5 × 10−18; 1.6 × 10−13" for the “light-seed”
popIII model, ½10−18; 2.3 × 10−14" for the “heavy-seed, no-
delay” Q3-nod model of Ref. [48]). If fields with m s ∈
½10−17; 10−13" eV exist in nature, LISA observations of BH
mergers can measure m s with 10% accuracy [40].
Conclusions.—Together, Earth- and space-based detec-

tors will allow for multiband GW searches of ultralight
bosons in the range ½10−19 − 10−10" eV.We plan to improve
estimates of the stochastic background for LIGO by using
population synthesis models [6,81,82]. The potential of
detectors likeDECIGOor theEinstein Telescope to detect or
rule out bosons of mass m s ∼ 10−14 eV should also be
investigated by using intermediate-mass BH formation
models [47,83]. Our analysis must be extended to spin-1
[24,25] and spin-2 [30] fields, for which the instability time
scales are shorter and GWamplitudes are larger. Our results
also suggest that recent estimates of resolvable GWs from
spin-1 instabilities [29] should be revised, taking into
account the stochastic background.
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3) Resonant cloud depletion

parameters of the source accurately [29–31], which
requires very precise waveforms.1 As we shall see, both
the Love numbers and the spin-dependent multipoles may
carry the imprint of new degrees of freedom. The Love
numbers in particular offer a unique diagnostic, since they
vanish for BHs in Einstein gravity [23,24,49,50], and
therefore any nonzero value would point to physics beyond
the Standard Model [7,21,22].
New physics may also appear at distances larger than the

size of the objects in a binary. This may entail long-distance
modifications of general relativity or extra fields as in
scalar-tensor theories. In either case, if the scale of new
physics is shorter than the separation between the bodies,
decoupling still applies, as far as the computation of GW
observables is concerned. For example, modifications of
general relativity can be evidenced during the inspiral phase
through higher-derivative corrections to the Einstein-
Hilbert action; see e.g., [51]. On the other hand, additional
degrees of freedom can have effects at longer distances if
their Compton wavelength is larger than the size of the
compact objects. This will lead, as we shall see, to larger
natural values for the finite-size coefficients in the effective
theory, enhanced by powers of the ratio between the
Compton scale and gravitational radius. In this manner,
new physics may manifest itself at scales larger than
anticipated from the Standard Model plus Einstein gravity
alone.
A notable example for physics beyond the Standard

Model are “ultralight” particles [52]. Even though the
masses for these particles can be many orders of magnitude
smaller than those of known elementary particles, they are
technically natural if the coupling to ordinary matter is very
weak. At the same time, the required weak coupling makes
detecting these particles by traditional experimental means
extremely challenging. On the other hand, their large
Compton wavelengths means that, if present in nature,
they will be efficiently produced by the superradiance

instability of rapidly rotating BHs [53–59]. For bosonic
fields, superradiance creates a classical condensate which
can carry a significant amount of the total mass and
angular momentum of the system; see [60] for a review.
Rather quickly, on cosmological/astrophysical scales, this
leads to the BH carrying an “atmosphere,” with a large
“cloud” of the field co-rotating with the BH (see Fig. 1).2

In the nonrelativistic limit, the eigenfunctions of the
system are determined by a Schrödinger-like equation
and the whole setup is sometimes referred to as a
“gravitational atom.”
The bosons which can be produced in this manner span a

vast range of masses, from 10−20 to 10−10 eV, correspond-
ing to BHs of a few to billions of solar masses. At the upper
end of this range we may find particles which play the role
of the QCD axion [61–63], while those at the lower end
offer alternative dark matter candidates, both with real [64]
and complex [65,66] scalars. In addition, a plethora of
ultralight axionlike particles arise also as a natural conse-
quence of most string compactifications [67,68]. The
“axiverse” [69], as it is commonly known, includes fields
with a wide range of masses, increasing the chances some
of them may have formed boson clouds through super-
radiance instabilities.
In this paper, we investigate the GW signatures from

boson clouds surrounding BHs, when the latter are part of a
binary. As we will show, the existence of a companion
greatly enriches the dynamical evolution of the entire
system. One of the most important consequences of the
gravitational perturbation occurs when the orbital fre-
quency of the binary matches the energy difference
between growing and decaying modes of the cloud, leading
to resonant transitions between the two states. This effect is
analogous to Rabi transitions in the hydrogen atom under

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the evolution of the boson cloud during the inspiral. The system experiences a resonance when the
orbital frequency matches the energy difference between growing and decaying modes. The orbits for which the resonance occurs are
indicated by the gray bands, marking the point when the cloud may rapidly deplete leading to novel GW signatures.

1The current state-of-the-art analytic computations are ap-
proaching 4PN order [28,32–48], moving forward toward the key
5PN threshold [7,8].

2These clouds are a form of “BH hair.” We emphasize,
however, that this is not a violation of no-hair theorems for
BHs, since these configurations are unstable, eventually returning
to the Kerr solution. Nevertheless, if the lifetime is long compared
to astrophysical or cosmological timescales, then the BH will
carry hair for all practical purposes.
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with

ϵb≡ −
5

144
μα2: ð3:30Þ

In general, there is no analytic solution for the three-level
system (3.29). However, since we have ϵh=jϵbj≃ α3 ≪ 1,
there is a clear hierarchy of scales in the evolution equation,
and the system will probe different decaying modes at
different times. The strength of the coupling—away from
resonances—is determined by the ratio of the size of the
gravitational perturbation to the energy split. During the
early stages of the inspiral, when Ω≲ ϵh , the mixing with
the hyperfine state dominates. The solutions for cgðtÞ and
cðhÞd ðtÞ are thus identical to those given in (3.25), with an
error in the normalization condition of order ðϵh=ϵbÞ2. As
we have seen, for co-rotating orbits, the binary experiences
a resonance when Ω ¼ ϵh , while counter-rotating orbits
continue smoothly through this region. When the orbital
frequency approaches the scale of the Bohr splitting,
Ω ¼ jϵbj, the overtone j31 − 1i gets excited; see Fig. 6.

7. Bohr resonance

Near Ω ≃ jϵbj, the phase of the hyperfine mixing term in
(3.29) oscillates rapidly over a time of order η−1. In this
region, we have jcðhÞd j2 ∼ðη=ΩÞ2 ∼ðη=ϵbÞ2 ≪ 1, so that we
can ignore the small correction due to the j21 − 1i state. The
dynamical evolution, once again, reduces to a two-level
system, this time describing the mixing between the states
j211i and j31 − 1i. Repeating the analysis of § III C 1, we
find

jcðbÞd ðtÞj2¼
!
1−

"
ϵb∓Ω
ΔðbÞ

R

#
2
$
sin2

!Z
t

t0
dt0ΔðbÞ

R ðt0Þ
$
; ð3:31Þ

where the modified Rabi frequency is

ΔðbÞ
R ≡

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð7.6ηÞ2 þ ðϵb ∓ ΩÞ2

q
: ð3:32Þ

Similar to the hyperfine case, the system undergoes a
resonance when the orbital frequency matches with the
energy split with the overtones. We refer to this effect as the
Bohr resonance. A crucial difference to the case discussed in
Sec. III C 1 is that,while for the hyperfine resonancewe have
ω21−1 < ω211, the Bohr resonance is for an excited state
ω31−1 > ω211; see Fig. 5. This implies that the Bohr
resonance can only occur for counter-rotating orbits, at a
binary separation given by

RðbÞ
res ¼

"
144

5

#
2=3

α−2ð1þ qÞ1=3rg: ð3:33Þ

Note the α−2 scaling, whereas the corresponding result for
the hyperfine resonances scales as α−4. For small α, the Bohr
resonance therefore occurs at a much smaller separation

than the hyperfine case (see Fig. 6). In terms of the Bohr
radius of the cloud,we canwriteRðbÞ

res ¼ð18=5Þ2=3ð1þqÞ1=3rc.
For q < 1, the Bohr resonance thus occurs at the boundary
of the regime of validity of the multipole expansion,
R% > rc. On the other hand, for q ≫ 1, the multipole
expansion remains accurate, while the stronger constraint
typically comes from the requirement for the validity of
the perturbative treatment of the gravitational inter-
action with negligible mass transfer, corresponding to
R% > Rpt ¼ 2q1=3rc.

D. Cloud depletion

So far, we have taken the growing and decaying modes
to be stationary, while in reality both have nonzero decay
widths; see (2.12). Although Γ211 vanishes when the
superradiant growth stops, the rates Γnlm, with m ≤0,
remain finite throughout the evolution of the BH cloud.
Since the gravitational perturbation of the companion can
induce transitions to the decaying modes, this opens up a
new depletion channel for the cloud. In this section, we will
explore this effect in more detail, both for co-rotating and
counter-rotating orbits.
As we shall see, it is convenient to express the time

evolution of the system in terms of the orbital frequency,Ω,
of the binary. For quasicircular orbits, the relation between t
andΩ due to the leading quadrupolar GWemission is [108]

tðΩÞ ¼ τ0

!
1 −

"
Ω0

Ω

#
8=3

$
; ð3:34Þ

where τ0 is the time to merger for an initial orbital
frequency Ω0:

FIG. 6. Evolution of the occupation density of the decaying
modes, near the hyperfine and Bohr resonances, for co-rotating
(red) and counter-rotating (blue) orbits, respectively. For illus-
tration purposes, we use α ¼ 0.3 and q ¼ 10−3. The dotted
vertical line denotes the characteristic Bohr radius of the j211i
mode. For clarity, the oscillatory features of the solutions (3.25)
and (3.31) have been omitted.
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Resonances in occupation density 
as a function of orbital radius 
(or orbital frequency)
when either:
⌦ = ✏h
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Cloud depletion: selection rules

lead to the appearance of extra terms in the potential, for
instance a dipole. However, as we show in Appendix B, this
fictitious dipole eventually cancels. Finally, the above
reasoning can be generalized to incorporate all types of
relativistic corrections.
In summary, the Klein-Gordon equation for the BH-

cloud system receives corrections due to the presence of a
companion which, in the nonrelativistic limit, lead to a
perturbed gravitational potential (3.4). The salient feature is
the fact that the multipolar interaction starts at the quadru-
pole level, as determined by the equivalence principle.

2. Mass transfer

The mutual gravitational attraction between the bodies
can also induce transfer of mass/energy between the cloud
and the companion. This happens when the characteristic
Bohr radius rc exceeds the Lagrange point, L1, located in
between the two objects of the binary. The equipotential
surface with the same gravitational potential as L1 is called
the Roche lobe (see Fig. 4).
Mass transfer from the cloud to the companion happens

when rc ≳ RRoche. Using Eggleton’s fitting formula [107],
this can be converted into a critical orbital separation

R!;cr ≡
!

0.49q−2=3

0.6q−2=3 þ ln ð1þ q−1=3Þ

"−1
rc: ð3:5Þ

This phenomenon becomes particularly important when
q≫ 1, since the Roche lobe surrounding the BH carrying
the cloud is then relatively small. In this limit, we find

R!;cr ≃2q1=3rc: ð3:6Þ

In the rest of the paper, we will impose R! > R!;cr, such that
mass transfer can be ignored.

B. Level mixing

The gravitational perturbation V! in (3.4) induces
an overlap between the modes jψ ii≡ jnilimii and
jψ ji≡ jnjljmji, through hψ jjV!jψ ii. Substituting (3.4),
we get

hψ jjV!jψ ii

¼−M!μ
X

l!≥2

X

jm!j≤l!

4π
2l!þ1

Y!
l!m!

ðΘ!;Φ!Þ
Rl!þ1
!

×Ir̄×IΩ; ð3:7Þ

where

Ir̄ ≡
Z

∞

0
dr̄r̄2þl!R̄njljðr̄ÞR̄niliðr̄Þ; ð3:8Þ

IΩ̄ ≡
Z

dΩ̄Y!
ljmj

ðθ̄; ϕ̄ÞYlimi
ðθ̄; ϕ̄ÞYl!m! ðθ̄; ϕ̄Þ: ð3:9Þ

The angular integral IΩ̄ can be expressed in terms of the
Wigner 3-j symbol,

IΩ̄ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2lj þ 1Þð2li þ 1Þð2l! þ 1Þ

4π

r !
lj li l!

0 0 0

"

×
! lj li l!

−mj mi m!

"
; ð3:10Þ

which implies the following selection rules:
(S1)−mj þmi þm! ¼ 0,
(S2)jlj − lij≤l! ≤li þ lj,
(S3)li þ lj þ l! ¼ 2p, for p ∈Z.
Recall that the fastest growing mode j211i has lg¼mg¼1,
while the fastest decaying mode j100i has ld ¼ md ¼ 0.
In this case, the above selection rules would require
l! ¼ &m! ¼ 1, namely a dipole coupling, which is absent
in (3.4). For the quadrupole, the two fastest decaying
modes that can couple to lg ¼ mg ¼ 1 are ld ¼ 1; md ¼
−1 and ld ¼ 1; md ¼ 0. Since these rules are obtained
purely from the angular dependence of the eigenfunctions,
they apply equally to the fundamental mode (n¼ 2) and
the overtones (n≥3).

C. Rabi resonances

We now investigate how level mixings (see Fig. 5),
induced by the quadrupole l! ¼ 2, affect the dynamical
evolution of the cloud. For simplicity, we will restrict
ourselves to quasi-circular orbits with orbital frequency

FIG. 4. Illustration of the Roche lobes for a binary with q≫ 1.
As the separation decreases, the Roche lobe of the BH cloud
begins to shrink. At the critical value R!;cr, given by (3.5), the size
of the cloud rc exceeds RRoche, and mass transfer starts to occur.

FIG. 5. Illustration of the frequency spectrum for l ¼ 1 up to
n¼ 3 (there is in principle an infinite tower of overtones), for co-
rotating and counter-rotating orbits. Solid arrows represent the
allowed resonant transitions, while dashed arrows denote per-
turbative level mixings.
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FIG. 4. Depletion estimator A(⌦f,⌦c ) for the co-rotating hyperfine resonances (left panels) and for the counter-rotating Bohr resonances
(right panels). The estimators were computed using decay rates from the CF method (top panels) and the Detweiler approximation (middle
panels). In the bottom row, for comparison, we also show results from Ref. [25]. The thick white lines correspond to ⌦c = ✏h (left panels) or
⌦c = |✏b | (right panels): see the discussion in the main text. Recall that q = M⇤/M , so small values of q correspond to extreme mass-ratio
inspirals of the kind discussed in Ref. [28], while large values of q correspond to very massive perturbing companions.
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Eccentric orbits increase observable depletion frequency range
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Saturation condition:

Measure density peak of the cloud:

Estimate cloud mass:
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4) Measuring boson clouds with LISA EMRIs 3

L1

L2

L4L5

RC

Rpeak

!R

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the density ⇢ due to the pres-
ence of the scalar field �(r, ✓,�) in the equatorial plane (✓ = ⇡/2).
The scalar field is responsible for a bar-like structure which peaks
at Rpeak. The points (L1, L2) and (L4, L5) represent the unstable
and stable Lagrangian points, respectively. At these points, the radial
forces acting on an orbiting particle cancel out and its motion is de-
termined by the angular forces alone. Here, RC is the radial location
of the Lagrangian points, known as corotation radius, and is defined
in Eq. (48). More details can be found in Appendix B.

parameter above through µ = mB/~, and the theory is con-
trolled by the dimensionless coupling

G

c~Mµ = 7.5

✓
M

108M�

◆✓
mBc2

10�17eV

◆
, (2)

of a massive scalar field on a curved background given by the
metric gab.

We will focus on real scalar from now onwards 1. It can
be shown that real scalars on a Kerr background admit nearly-
stationary profiles. To a good approximation, which we will
take for granted here, the scalar field is described by [22, 25]

� = A0g(r) cos(�� !Rt) sin ✓ , (3)

1 Complex scalars admit solutions where the metric is axisymmetric [18, 19],
hence most of our results do not apply to complex fields. However, most of
our results do generalize should matter couple non-minimally to the scalar,
for example if one considers matter which is charged under the scalar. See
Sec. IV.

with

g = Mrµ2e�Mrµ2/2 , (4)

and

!R ⇠ µ� M2µ3

8
. (5)

In principle, from the linear analysis of the problem, the am-
plitude A0 in Eq. (3) can not be constrained. However, the
amplitude of the scalar cloud A0 is not arbitrary. We note
that it should be set such that it obeys the nonlinear solutions
of the Einstein-Klein-Gordon system. In general, we can ex-
press it in terms of the scalar field cloud total energy-mass
MS [25]. For a cloud with MS ⇠ 20%M and ! ⇠ µ, we
have A0 ⇠ 0.05(Mµ)2. We take this as our reference value.

In the limit Mµ ⌧ 1, the maximum value of the radial
profile g(r) is attained at r = Rpeak given by (cf. discussion
around Eq. (7) in Ref. [25])

Rpeak

M
⇠ 4

(Mµ)2
⇠ 600

✓
10�18 eV

mBc2

◆2 ✓
4⇥ 106M�

M

◆2

.

(6)
This value can be used as a measure of the size of the scalar
“cloud”. This region is far from the BH, meaning that the cur-
vature of spacetime is low and it is valid an analysis of the
scalar field using a flat background metric [42]. Accordingly,
we expect that in this limit one can summarize the gravita-
tional effects by a Newtonian gravitational potential given by
a Keplerian potential

 0 = �M

r
, (7)

due to the BH, plus a small distortion

 1 ⇠  0
1 + 

1
1 cos(2(�� !Rt)), (8)

sourced by the scalar field in Eq. (3).
The gravitational potential  1 is one of the effects that can

be distilled after a linear analysis of Einstein’s field equations
(see Appendix A). To isolate the gravitational potential, one
assumes that far from the BH, the metric is given by2

ds2 = �(1� 2 1)dt
2 + (1� 2⇠)�ijdx

idxj , (9)

where ⇠ is other scalar potential which is irrelevant for non-
relativistic dynamics (more details in Appendix A). The stress
energy tensor for the scalar field is given by3

Tµ⌫ =
1

2

⇥
�⇤

,µ�,⌫ + �⇤
,⌫�,µ � ⌘µ⌫(⌘

⇢��⇤
,⇢�,� + µ2|�|2)

⇤
,

(10)

2 Other works have employed this choice of metric - see Refs. [43, 44].
3 Notice that the background metric is flat, as mentioned before in the text.

'(t, r, ✓,�) = ABe�Br/2 cos(�� !Rt) sin ✓
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µ(3) ' 2

"
⇡A2

MMs

 r
1 +

2Ms

A2M⇡
� 1

!#1/2

<latexit sha1_base64="o4UHZTVIAG43cHZiKroYup8AxWA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o4UHZTVIAG43cHZiKroYup8AxWA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o4UHZTVIAG43cHZiKroYup8AxWA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o4UHZTVIAG43cHZiKroYup8AxWA=">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</latexit>

B = Mµ2
<latexit sha1_base64="fs9T60bpiygzvjgs5Xkv1fr8Lhs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRagbodSNG6GCvUA7lkyaaUOTzJhkhDL0Jdy4UMStr+POtzFtZ6GtPwQ+/nMOOecPYs60cd1vJ7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aOkoUoU0S8Uh1AqwpZ5I2DTOcdmJFsQg4bQfj61m9/USVZpG8N5OY+gIPJQsZwcZanfrVbU8kD5V+seSW3bnQKngZlCBTo1/86g0ikggqDeFY667nxsZPsTKMcDot9BJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvpfN8pOrPOAIWRsk8aNHd/T6RYaD0Rge0U2Iz0cm1m/lfrJia89FMm48RQSRYfhQlHJkKz49GAKUoMn1jARDG7KyIjrDAxNqKCDcFbPnkVWpWyZ/nuolSrZ3Hk4QRO4Rw8qEINbqABTSDA4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj0Zpzsplj+CPn8wctMI9k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fs9T60bpiygzvjgs5Xkv1fr8Lhs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRagbodSNG6GCvUA7lkyaaUOTzJhkhDL0Jdy4UMStr+POtzFtZ6GtPwQ+/nMOOecPYs60cd1vJ7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aOkoUoU0S8Uh1AqwpZ5I2DTOcdmJFsQg4bQfj61m9/USVZpG8N5OY+gIPJQsZwcZanfrVbU8kD5V+seSW3bnQKngZlCBTo1/86g0ikggqDeFY667nxsZPsTKMcDot9BJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvpfN8pOrPOAIWRsk8aNHd/T6RYaD0Rge0U2Iz0cm1m/lfrJia89FMm48RQSRYfhQlHJkKz49GAKUoMn1jARDG7KyIjrDAxNqKCDcFbPnkVWpWyZ/nuolSrZ3Hk4QRO4Rw8qEINbqABTSDA4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj0Zpzsplj+CPn8wctMI9k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fs9T60bpiygzvjgs5Xkv1fr8Lhs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRagbodSNG6GCvUA7lkyaaUOTzJhkhDL0Jdy4UMStr+POtzFtZ6GtPwQ+/nMOOecPYs60cd1vJ7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aOkoUoU0S8Uh1AqwpZ5I2DTOcdmJFsQg4bQfj61m9/USVZpG8N5OY+gIPJQsZwcZanfrVbU8kD5V+seSW3bnQKngZlCBTo1/86g0ikggqDeFY667nxsZPsTKMcDot9BJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvpfN8pOrPOAIWRsk8aNHd/T6RYaD0Rge0U2Iz0cm1m/lfrJia89FMm48RQSRYfhQlHJkKz49GAKUoMn1jARDG7KyIjrDAxNqKCDcFbPnkVWpWyZ/nuolSrZ3Hk4QRO4Rw8qEINbqABTSDA4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj0Zpzsplj+CPn8wctMI9k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fs9T60bpiygzvjgs5Xkv1fr8Lhs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRagbodSNG6GCvUA7lkyaaUOTzJhkhDL0Jdy4UMStr+POtzFtZ6GtPwQ+/nMOOecPYs60cd1vJ7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aOkoUoU0S8Uh1AqwpZ5I2DTOcdmJFsQg4bQfj61m9/USVZpG8N5OY+gIPJQsZwcZanfrVbU8kD5V+seSW3bnQKngZlCBTo1/86g0ikggqDeFY667nxsZPsTKMcDot9BJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvpfN8pOrPOAIWRsk8aNHd/T6RYaD0Rge0U2Iz0cm1m/lfrJia89FMm48RQSRYfhQlHJkKz49GAKUoMn1jARDG7KyIjrDAxNqKCDcFbPnkVWpWyZ/nuolSrZ3Hk4QRO4Rw8qEINbqABTSDA4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj0Zpzsplj+CPn8wctMI9k</latexit>



[Hannuksela+, 1804.09659]

Probing clouds with LISA EMRIs

µ(1) ' a

2Mr+
(r+ = M +

p
M2 � a2)

<latexit sha1_base64="KgHQyOdY/BhqQi+lltnHlV85We4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KgHQyOdY/BhqQi+lltnHlV85We4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KgHQyOdY/BhqQi+lltnHlV85We4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KgHQyOdY/BhqQi+lltnHlV85We4=">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</latexit>

µ(2) '
r

B

M
<latexit sha1_base64="7tW/2H3VMZjx+7BvEJtMPk9pmYo=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4IQm7AbBC1DbGyECOYB2TXMTmaTITOzm5lZISzb2/grNhaK2PoDdv6Nk0ehiQcuHM65l3vvCWJGlXacbyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0f2IdHLRUlEpMmjlgkOwFShFFBmppqRjqxJIgHjLSD0dXUbz8QqWgk7vQkJj5HA0FDipE2Us8uejy5T8vVs8xTlJMx9NRY6tQLJcJpPUtvsqxnl5yKMwNcJe6ClMACjZ795fUjnHAiNGZIqa7rxNpPkdQUM5IVvESRGOERGpCuoQJxovx09ksGT43Sh2EkTQkNZ+rviRRxpSY8MJ0c6aFa9qbif1430eGln1IRJ5oIPF8UJgzqCE6DgX0qCdZsYgjCkppbIR4iE4M28RVMCO7yy6ukVa24TsW9PS/V6os48uAEFEEZuOAC1MA1aIAmwOARPINX8GY9WS/Wu/Uxb81Zi5lj8AfW5w9jOZtG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7tW/2H3VMZjx+7BvEJtMPk9pmYo=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4IQm7AbBC1DbGyECOYB2TXMTmaTITOzm5lZISzb2/grNhaK2PoDdv6Nk0ehiQcuHM65l3vvCWJGlXacbyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0f2IdHLRUlEpMmjlgkOwFShFFBmppqRjqxJIgHjLSD0dXUbz8QqWgk7vQkJj5HA0FDipE2Us8uejy5T8vVs8xTlJMx9NRY6tQLJcJpPUtvsqxnl5yKMwNcJe6ClMACjZ795fUjnHAiNGZIqa7rxNpPkdQUM5IVvESRGOERGpCuoQJxovx09ksGT43Sh2EkTQkNZ+rviRRxpSY8MJ0c6aFa9qbif1430eGln1IRJ5oIPF8UJgzqCE6DgX0qCdZsYgjCkppbIR4iE4M28RVMCO7yy6ukVa24TsW9PS/V6os48uAEFEEZuOAC1MA1aIAmwOARPINX8GY9WS/Wu/Uxb81Zi5lj8AfW5w9jOZtG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7tW/2H3VMZjx+7BvEJtMPk9pmYo=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4IQm7AbBC1DbGyECOYB2TXMTmaTITOzm5lZISzb2/grNhaK2PoDdv6Nk0ehiQcuHM65l3vvCWJGlXacbyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0f2IdHLRUlEpMmjlgkOwFShFFBmppqRjqxJIgHjLSD0dXUbz8QqWgk7vQkJj5HA0FDipE2Us8uejy5T8vVs8xTlJMx9NRY6tQLJcJpPUtvsqxnl5yKMwNcJe6ClMACjZ795fUjnHAiNGZIqa7rxNpPkdQUM5IVvESRGOERGpCuoQJxovx09ksGT43Sh2EkTQkNZ+rviRRxpSY8MJ0c6aFa9qbif1430eGln1IRJ5oIPF8UJgzqCE6DgX0qCdZsYgjCkppbIR4iE4M28RVMCO7yy6ukVa24TsW9PS/V6os48uAEFEEZuOAC1MA1aIAmwOARPINX8GY9WS/Wu/Uxb81Zi5lj8AfW5w9jOZtG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7tW/2H3VMZjx+7BvEJtMPk9pmYo=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4IQm7AbBC1DbGyECOYB2TXMTmaTITOzm5lZISzb2/grNhaK2PoDdv6Nk0ehiQcuHM65l3vvCWJGlXacbyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0f2IdHLRUlEpMmjlgkOwFShFFBmppqRjqxJIgHjLSD0dXUbz8QqWgk7vQkJj5HA0FDipE2Us8uejy5T8vVs8xTlJMx9NRY6tQLJcJpPUtvsqxnl5yKMwNcJe6ClMACjZ795fUjnHAiNGZIqa7rxNpPkdQUM5IVvESRGOERGpCuoQJxovx09ksGT43Sh2EkTQkNZ+rviRRxpSY8MJ0c6aFa9qbif1430eGln1IRJ5oIPF8UJgzqCE6DgX0qCdZsYgjCkppbIR4iE4M28RVMCO7yy6ukVa24TsW9PS/V6os48uAEFEEZuOAC1MA1aIAmwOARPINX8GY9WS/Wu/Uxb81Zi5lj8AfW5w9jOZtG</latexit>

µ(3) ' 2

"
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 r
1 +
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A2M⇡
� 1

!#1/2

<latexit sha1_base64="o4UHZTVIAG43cHZiKroYup8AxWA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o4UHZTVIAG43cHZiKroYup8AxWA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o4UHZTVIAG43cHZiKroYup8AxWA=">AAACWnicbVHLahsxFNVM2zycPpy2u24uNQWHUmc0DaTLNN10Y0ihTgLW2GhkjS2ieVi6EzBifrKbUsivFCrbs2iTXhA6nAeSjtJKK4tR9CsIHz1+srO7t985ePrs+Yvu4ctLW9ZGyJEodWmuU26lVoUcoUItrysjeZ5qeZXefFnrV7fSWFUW33FVySTn80JlSnD01LS7ZHk9cf2PRw2zKpdLYBADMC0zHAPLDBeOVQo+T+LGDWE4tc1W7AOzS4OOvt+a4o3mvA+G4BNN84ECM2q+wKN2TyaOHsfNtNuLBtFm4CGgLeiRdi6m3R9sVoo6lwUKza0d06jCxHGDSmjZdFhtZcXFDZ/LsYcFz6VN3KaaBt55ZgZZafwqEDbs3wnHc2tXeeqdOceFva+tyf9p4xqzT4lTRVWjLMT2oKzWgCWse4aZMlKgXnnAhVH+riAW3FeF/jc6vgR6/8kPwWU8oNGAfjvpnZ23deyRN+Qt6RNKTskZ+UouyIgI8pP8DnaC3eAuDMP98GBrDYM284r8M+HrPzIlsa0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o4UHZTVIAG43cHZiKroYup8AxWA=">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</latexit>
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�b(r) ⇠ �Ms/r at large r, where Ms is the total mass in94
the boson cloud, we can relate the scalar field amplitude to its95

mass: A = (µ2

sM
3/2M1/2

s )/[8⇡(4 � µ2

sM
2)]1/2. Therefore,96

if we can measure the amplitude A and scale B of the scalar97
cloud we get two more estimates of the boson mass:98

µ(2)

s = (M/B)�1/2 (2)

and99

µ(3)

s ' 2

"
⇡A2

MMs

 r
1 +

2Ms

A2M⇡
� 1

!#1/2
. (3)

To infer µ(3)

s , we require an estimate for the mass of the bo-100
son cloud Ms. Although Ms can be obtained from the evolu-101

tion of the black hole/cloud system [5] given µ(1)

s measured102
from Eq. (1), the host’s initial spin and accretion rate are103
unknown, and therefore Ms can have any value in a range104
Ms 2 [0,Mmax

s ]. We fix Mmax

s by assuming that the initial105
black hole spin (pre-superradiant amplification) is maximal.106
Even under this conservative estimate, we find that the ultra-107
light boson hypothesis can be either confirmed or ruled out.108

The superradiant instability occurs on a time scale ⌧inst ⇠109
105yr j�1

in
(106M�/M)8(10�17eV/msc2)9 [3, 19], where jin110

denotes the spin of the black hole before the occurrence111
of the superradiant instability. Once the nonaxisymmet-112
ric boson cloud has grown, it dissipates through gravita-113
tional waves on a much longer time scale ⌧GW ⇠ 5 ⇥114

1011yr j�1

in

�
106M�/M

�14 �
10�17eV/msc2

�15. Therefore115
we can assume that the superradiant instability occurs quickly116
(⌧inst ⌧ ⌧GW) and that the black hole/cloud system is in equi-117
librium over a typical LISA observation time Tobs ⇠ 1yr ⌧118
⌧inst ⌧ ⌧GW. The black hole/cloud system will remain in119
equilibrium even if there is accretion, because the (Salpeter)120
accretion timescale ⌧acc � Tobs [5].121

From an observational standpoint, there is no reason why122
three independent measurements of the boson mass using123
Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) should yield the same result, unless the124
superradiant instability hypothesis is correct. The gravita-125
tional waveform emitted by the EMRI of a small compact ob-126
ject orbiting the black hole/cloud system encodes both the host127
geometry and the gravitational potential of the cloud, making128
it possible to either confirm this hypothesis if the measure-129
ments are self-consistent or rule it out if they are not. In other130

words, a measurement of either µ(i)
s (i = 1, 2, 3) gives the131

boson mass only if the boson cloud exists. However, a self-132

consistent measurement of more than one µ(i)
s confirms the133

existence of the cloud.134
EMRI observations by LISA can measure both the mass135

and spin of the host black hole to better than 1% accu-136
racy [20]. Matter effects may be resolved when the density137
of the surrounding material is sufficiently high: in fact, such138
matter effects are resolvable even when the density is much139
smaller than expected from boson clouds [14]. Therefore, as140
we show below, the tests we just outlined can be performed141
with LISA EMRI observations. For illustration: if the mass142
M = 105 M� and spin a = 0.6M can be measured to an ac-143

FIG. 1. Three independent posterior distribution measurements of
ultralight boson particle masses µ(1)

s (red), µ(2)
s (blue) and µ(3)

s

(green) [see Eqs. (1)-(3)] from a single gravitational-wave obser-
vation with LISA. Top: the signal is produced by an EMRI into a
black hole/cloud system with µs = 2.26⇥ 10�16 eV. All three mea-
surements overlap with each other, providing smoking-gun evidence
for ultralight bosons. The presence of the cloud is favored over the
“no cloud” hypothesis with Bayes factors logBCloud

No cloud > 1000 (top-
right). Bottom: the black hole has the same properties, but the
“cloud” is produced by a dark matter mini-spike. Measurements do
not overlap, ruling out the boson cloud hypothesis with Bayes factors
logBOther

Cloud > 30 .

curacy ⇠1%, and A and B (with degeneracies) may be mea-144
sured to an accuracy ⇠10%, taking the 95% confidence in-145
terval of Ms 2 [0, 0.1M ]. Then the three estimates of the146

ultralight boson particle µ(1)

s , µ(2)

s and µ(3)

s would have errors147
⇠12%, 8% and 69%, respectively.148

As a proof of principle, let us first consider a case study149
of a system where it is indeed possible to confirm the exis-150
tence of ultralight bosons with LISA. We construct an EMRI151
gravitational-wave template in the black hole/cloud potential152
of Eq. (11), where A and B are free parameters. Follow-153
ing [14], to compute the evolution we include the lowest post-154
Newtonian (PN) order in the phasing as well as the leading155
order contribution from matter effects. We also add spin-156
dependent PN corrections to the inspiral waveform (as im-157
plemented in [21]), which allows us to estimate the black hole158
spin [22–24]. Since the waveform includes matter effects, an159
EMRI observation allows us to infer both the boson cloud and160
host black hole properties: in particular, by matched filtering161
we can recover the masses and (aligned) spin of the central162
black hole, as well as the boson cloud amplitude and steep-163
ness parameters (A and B).164

To be specific, we consider gravitational waves from a165
stellar-mass black hole (m = 60 M�, a0 = 0) inspiralling166
into a supermassive black hole (M = 105 M�, a = 0.6M )167
surrounded by a cloud generated by bosons of mass µs =168
2.26 ⇥ 10�16 eV, with total cloud mass Ms = 0.05M ,169
one year observation time and a LISA signal-to-noise ratio170
(h, h)1/2 = 97 which corresponds to redshift z ⇠ 1 [20, 25].171
We use a nested sampling Markov-Chain Monte Carlo algo-172

rithm [26] to recover three independent posteriors µ(i)
s (i =173



Summary

• Black hole spectroscopy:
Needs 3G detectors on Earth (with single events)
LISA: several modes/GR tests out to large z
Sky localization/distance for massive binaries

• Dark matter signatures in low-frequency GWs?
Direct detection of continuous/stochastic GWs
Holes in the black hole mass/spin plane
Boson cloud depletion in binaries
EMRI measurements of boson masses


